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You can find out more about the ISO standard here. The old hierarchical control is somewhat still in tact but
decision making and technology now influence the ways organizations are headed. Using information
technology, many simple tasks are now automated, so we can empower the person who needs the outcome of
the process to perform it. The example Hammer gives here is purchasing: instead of having every department
in the company use a purchasing department to order supplies, have the supplies ordered directly by those who
need the supplies using an information system. A document management system stores and tracks documents
and supports the following functions: Versions and timestamps. Organizational problems can also include
inadequate business practices that Organizations will have to wrestle with this decision: When should they go
ahead and accept the best-practice processes built into the ERP system and when should they spend the
resources to develop their own processes? It makes the most sense to only customize those processes that are
critical to the competitive advantage of the company. In many industries, survival and even existence Instead
of repeating one step in the process over and over, the person stays involved in the process from start to finish.
For example, store management If they so wish, companies can purchase modules for an ERP that represent
different functions within the organization, such as finance, manufacturing, and sales. Summary The advent of
information technologies has had a huge impact on how organizations design, implement, and support
business processes. Some businesses see their processes as a strategy for achieving competitive advantage.
The goal of the process redesign is simple: capture a higher percentage of students as customers of the
bookstore. How would you document this process? A business process, therefore, is a process that is focused
on achieving a goal for a business. It is also used to develop strategies to increase competitive edge. ERP
Systems An enterprise resource planning ERP system is a software application with a centralized database that
can be used to run an entire company. As changes to the returns policy are made, the changes are rolled out via
internal communications, and updates to the returns processing on the system are made. Approvals and
workflows.


